VIRTUAL!

VIRTUAL!

Gather your friends virtually, pick the ClayMaker that suits you, and WAG
Studio’s ceramic artist instructor will guide you through the rest over zoom!
The party organizer’s registration is free! Class duration is approximately
2 hours. Supplies will be picked up and dropped off at the party organizers
home.Finished pieces will be dropped off 2-3 weeks after the class.

HOUSE TEA LIGHTS

HANGING PLANTERS

GARDEN MARKERS

This cozy little tea light
holder will add some
brightness into your life!
Make two, and use one as
a planter!

Using the pinch pot method,
you’ll create two styles of
planters out of clay!
$80 | Person

Never forget what you
planted and where! These
garden markers are both
attractive and practical.

Minimum of 6 participants

$55 | Person

$60 | Person

Is painting your style? Our Paint Parties can accommodate up to 20
participants. Paint Party pricing is a flat rate of $450.

Minimum of 8 participants

Minimum of 8 participants

ANIMAL PLANTER

CERAMIC HANDS

NECKLACES

Create a whimsical new
home for your potted plants
with this cute little footed
planter.
$55 | Person

This “handy” little catch-all
is perfect for holding all
your small items! It also
makes for a great spoon
rest or soap dish.

Working from a slab,
you’ll make two styles of
necklaces, leaving you with
a unique piece of wearable
art!

Minimum of 8 participants

$55 | Person

$70 | Person

Minimum of 8 participants

Minimum of 6 participants

GEOMETRIC PATTERNS

MOONSTONES

Create a unique eye-catching work
on canvas using basic geometric
shapes and patterns. Let the simplicity
of the process take over. You’ll be
amazed with the results.

After learning the techniques to create
moon and agate slice paintings you will
be given 9”x12” canvas boards and free
reign to use your new skills creating 2-4
minimalist masterpieces.

